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Yueqing Kexin Electronic Instrument Co., Ltd 

High Frequency Induction Heating Machine 

 

First, the technical characteristics of High frequency induction heating equipment is the 

use of the principle of electromagnetic induction, so that in the alternating magnetic field 

within the metallic materials induced current, thereby heating the material until a molten 

heating equipment. Are the exchange of high-frequency power circuit → DC → AC inverter 

circuits, the rectifier circuit into a DC can, and then using the inverter circuit to convert the 

frequency of exchange of energy required to supply the heating load, power requirements 

of induction heating, requirements of the current large, high frequency in order to improve 

efficiency.  

Section Letter licensing the use of high frequency heating equipment of international 

advanced all-solid-state semiconductor power devices, import of new high-power transistor 

chip and FET, high-speed switch control, the German Siemens IGBT component of imports, 

with perfect control, protection, display alarm circuit so that the whole process of induction 

heating the entire process of automatic tracking of frequency, power adjustable for the 
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protection of safe, reliable, and display data clearly and accurately, and according to the 

size and heating power of sub-band profile, the design specifications for a variety of 

different types of models. With fast heating, heating Canton, small size, easy installation, 

simple operation ideal thermal equipment, less power consumption and effective to protect 

the full, safe and reliable performance and characteristics of the old-fashioned 

high-frequency equipment replacement and other additional products, a wide range used in 

brazing, heat treatment, through thermal forming, precious metal smelting, parts of the local 

tempering, hardening, heating up the area of other shape.    

 

Installation issues 

Table 1:  

 

Distribution power capacity, cable diameter, and external air switching capacity 

 

Single-core multi-strand copper cable, if use with aluminum cable, the diameter should be 

doubled. 

Section Letter induction heating equipment, detailed parameter table 

Model Standard 

power 

Oscillation 

frequency 

Oscillation 

current 

Input 

Current 

KX-5188A10

0 

100KW 

10-40KHz 

5-450A 150 

 

Power Requirements   

1. Equipment must be reliable and grounded as required, or may cause electric shock or 

fire as accidents! The grounding wire by copper cable or aluminum cable should be 

connected according to electrical requirements or factory technical personnel required to 

connect. 

2. External power supply must have sufficient margin and reliability. Equipment should 

have sufficient space for the installation and maintenance of space. Wiring must be 

Model Power Power 

cables 

External Air to 

open 

KX-5188A100 100KW ≥30mm2 180A 
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installed with the strict requirements under the national standard by professionals.  

3. Before the device is connected well or not double-checked, do not connect the power. 

 

Cooling water requirements:  

   

1. This equipment should be installed with water-cooling circulation system, the user should 

build the pool according to the technical requirements, use water pumps, also suggest to 

install the cooling towers.  

2. To ensure clean water, make sure that ponds don’t have any debris or any water shut-off 

material, if necessary, to install with filter.  

3. Water temperature should be controlled between 5-35 ° C.  

4. In order to avoid the foulings in equipment to block the cooling system, the best PH value 

of water is 7-8.5.  

5. Regularly descaling the equipment, to ensure stable operation of equipment in order to 

avoid unnecessary losses.  

 

Environmental requirements  

 

1. The working area of the equipment should be adequate space for heat dissipation and 

maintenance space, avoid sun exposure, rain, humidity, dust and other environments. 

2. Make sure that the working environment does not exist flammable or explosive 

substances, even acid or other corrosive gases, don’t let any conductive objects or liquids 

enter into the equipment.  

3. Should be avoided to work in high dust, high temperature, or high humidity environment. 

4. Ambient temperature should be controlled at between 2-35 °C, the relative humidity no 

more than 90%.  

5. When the ambient temperature is below 0 °C, the internal waterway system in the 

equipment will be damaged by frost. So if there is no work, it’s better to clean up the water 

inside the device and then use compressed air to blow completely the residual water in it.   

 

Operational procedures 
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Panel functions and operating instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

1. DC Voltage Meter:  

When the device is connected with power source, this display shows the DC voltage inside 

the device.  

 

2. DC ampere meter: it shows the output current value when works. 

 

3. Oscillation current meter:  

In the heating mode, this digital display shows the oscillating current of the device, 

generally varied in 5-450; it depends on the chosen model and working power. The value 

shown by this digital display is proportional to the actual oscillation current, these data are 

not used as computing or engineering quantization, but only used as a qualitative 

observation of the device running way. 

4. Power Adjustment knob:  

When heated, adjust the power knob to meet different heating temperature and speed 

requirements.  

 

5. Heating / stop button:  

DC voltage DC Current Oscillation 

current 

Power conditioning 

Small Big 

Power Start/Stop 
Overcurrent 

Reset 
REMOTE 
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In standby mode, press this button and then equipment start to heating operation. Press the 

button again, equipment will stop to heat.  

 

6. Overcurrent reset button:  

In working mode, due to a variety of causes which lead to over-current indicator light and 

with a continuous buzzing sound, the equipment will automatically stop working, it indicates 

that the equipment is under over-current protection. At this condition, just to press this 

overcurrent reset button, equipment will turn to work as normal.  

 

7. Remote control socket:  

It is used to connect with the remote control switch or foot switch, so that to achieve remote 

control operation. 

 

Use of equipment steps  

 

1. Firstly of all, check if the equipment is well connected, if the cooling water is well 

connected, if the working environmental meets the requirements, if the power voltage is 

normal.  

2. Connect with the appropriate induction coil and check if it exists short circuit, open circuit, 

leakage, water shutoff and so on. Sensors should not be connected with any other metal 

substances, such as machine tools, stents, feeding mouth discharge port, etc.  

3. Steps  

 

○ 1. Before start to work, make sure that the power switch on the operation panel is in "off" position 

and the work-stop button in "stop" position, adjust the power control knob into the minimum.  

○ 2. Connect the pump with power and check if water circulation is normal and ensure the adequate 

equipment flow and pressure of cooling water adequate.  

○ 3. After the equipment is connected with external power, then will hear the sound of ventilation 

operating. Then observe the DC voltage on the voltage meter close to 500V, press down the panel 

power switch, the power indicator light (red), and about 10 seconds later, the AC contactor pull-in.  

○ 4. Press the start/stop button, and the working indicator light (green), put the heating part into the 

induction coil and adjust the power knob to the right position, when the workpiece temperature 

meets the requirements, then turn down the power knob, pick up the heated workpiece, and then 
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place in a new workpiece, repeat the above procedure.  

○ 5. At the end of the work, firstly turn down the power knob, then press the stop working button, and 

press down the panel power switch, then cut off the external power supply and pump power after 10 minutes. 

 

Fault phenomena and elimination methods  

 

1. No Power Supply Instructions: Air switch, power switch does not be pressed; an external 

power failure; control circuit fuse is broken; air switch or power switch is damaged. 

2. Start to work but can’t heat: Check whether there is over-current, adjust down the power 

knob, then restart. After repeatedly restart, still no heating current, please contact our 

factory after-sales service.. 

3. Heating and suddenly stops: Induction coil and workpieces are short circuit; alarming or 

others. Remedy according to the following described alarming methods; 

4. Fault indicator lights  

○ 1. Overvoltage: Over-voltage indicator is on indicates voltage is higher than the 420V, the 

machine will automatically stop working.  

○ 2. Water scarcity: water indicator light is on, it indicates that water flow is too small, water 

pressure is too low, pipes are not smooth so device automatically stops work.  

○ 3. Over-temperature: when this light is on, it means that cooling water temperature is too 

high or transformer temperature is too high. At this point should immediately stop heating, 

keep water circulating after cooling, and then start to heat with smaller current. 

○ 4. Over-current: over-current indicator is on, temperature is too high; the workpiece 

touch with the induction coil; induction coil turn to short circuit; equipment failure, etc. First 

stop working, and press the over-current reset button, adjust down the power and then start 

to work. If repeated many times still cannot work, please contact our factory after-sales for 
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mainte  
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Note:  

 1. It should be equipped with 1.5~2.2KW self-sucking pump.  

 2. The water inside the machine should be replaced half a month a 

time.  

 3. In winter, if the machine stops to work, remember to exhaust out 

the water inside the machine so that to avoid the water is frozen.  

 

 

 

Contact information:  

Yueqing Kexin Electronic Instrument Co., LTD  

Add: Sanli Industrial Zone, Liushi Town, Yueqing, Wenzhou, Zhejiang Province, China.  

Tel: 0577-27872900; Fax: 0577-27872911  

E-mail: nancy-sales@foxmail.com  

Skype: nancyliu677  

Whatsapp: +8615258628297  

http://www.hfinductionheater.com/  

 

 


